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ABSTRACT: Li−O2 batteries are currently one of the most advanced and
challenging electrochemical systems with the potential to largely overcome the
performances of any existing technology for energy storage and conversion.
However, these optimistic expectations are frustrated by the still inadequate
understanding of the fundamentals of the electrochemical/chemical reactions
occurring at the cathode side, as well as within the electrolyte and at the three-
phase interface. In this work, we illustrate the evolution of the morphology and
composition of a carbonaceous cathode in the first discharge/charge in a Li−
O2 cell with an ether-based electrolyte by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, and
transmission electron microscopy. Experiments have been carried out ex situ on electrodes recuperated from electrochemical
cells stopped at various stages of galvanostatic discharge and charge. Apparently, a reversible accumulation and decomposition of
organic and inorganic precipitates occurs upon discharge and charge, respectively. These precipitations and decompositions are
likely driven by electrochemical and chemical parasitic processes due to the reactivity of the cathode carbonaceous matrix.
KEYWORDS: Li−O2 battery, cathode surface reactivity, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, transmission electron microscopy,
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
■ INTRODUCTION
Rechargeable energy storage devices have been widely studied
in the last decades.1,2 In fact, their performances are
continuously improved, because electronic devices (mobile
phones, tablets, laptop computers, smartphones) require
batteries with growing power and energy densities.3 In this
field, Li-ion batteries are a case-study success story due to their
unmatched properties: high reversibility, high voltage, high
energy density, low self-discharge, reliability, and calendar
life.4,5 Li-ion devices are probably, in this debut of the XXI
century, the most popular energy storage systems worldwide.
Despite that, commercial Li-ion batteries are apparently not
able to provide an adequate power supply to match the need of
more challenging applications, like electric vehicles.6 This
evidence is pushing the R&D worldwide efforts toward the
investigation of innovative electrochemical systems with
drastically improved theoretical performances.
Li−O2 cells are currently one of the most advanced and
challenging innovative electrochemical system, with the
potential to largely overcome the performances of any
competing technology for energy storage and conversion.7 In
fact, the high theoretical energy density, reduced costs, and the
ability to take oxygen directly from the environment make, in
principle, this new type of device suitable to fulfill all of the
severe requirements necessary to successfully power electric
vehicles.8,9However, these optimistic expectations are currently
frustrated by the still inadequate understanding of the
fundamentals of the electrochemical/chemical reactions occur-
ring in this apparently simple device.10In fact, although many
papers are published monthly with outstanding improvements
in the reported performances of Li−O2 cells, the mechanism of
O2 reduction and evolution (oxygen reduction reaction, ORR,
and oxygen evolution reaction, OER, respectively) at the three-
phase interface (O2, liquid electrolyte, cathode surface) on the
cathode side of the cell has not been so far fully elucidated and
understood.
The general consensus9,10 suggests that a Li−O2 cell operates
by reversibly forming and decomposing Li2O2 particles
precipitated on the pores of a gas-permeable cathode, through
the electrochemical reduction/oxidation of gaseous oxygen
molecules. However, many authors demonstrated a much more
complex picture where other chemical species (e.g., LiO2, Li2O,
Li2CO3) are formed and decomposed in discharge and charge,
respectively. Apparently, the occurrence of these parallel
reactive paths is modulated by the choice of electrolyte
components, as well as the nature of the porous cathode
surface. In particular, the coupling of ether-based solvents (e.g.,
tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether, TEGDME), inorganic
fluorine-free lithium salts (e.g., lithium triflate, LiTfO), and
carbonaceous catalysis allows one to achieve outstanding
performances in terms of capacity as well as cycling
reversibility.10
This competition between the reversible Li2O2 formation/
decomposition and other chemical and electrochemical
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processes occurring on the electrodes leads to a surprisingly
large difference between the chemical (O2 consumption/
production yield between discharge and charge) and the
electrochemical (Coulombic efficiency) reversibility of Li−O2
cells.11 Moreover, the formation of insoluble reaction by-
products that accumulates upon cycling within the pores of the
cathode is responsible for the fading of the performances and
the death of the device.12
In this work, we illustrate the evolution of the morphology
and composition of a carbonaceous cathode in the first
discharge/charge in a Li−O2 cell with an ether-based
electrolyte by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM). Experiments have been
carried out ex situ on electrodes recuperated from electro-
chemical cells stopped at various stages of galvanostatic
discharge and charge. The goal is to describe the occurrence
of an extended chemical degradation of the carbonaceous
catalyst and modification of the cathode surface upon
reduction/oxidation.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Li−O2 cells have been assembled by using a MTI Corp. stainless steel
lithium−air test cell. The cell assembly has been made by coupling a
metallic lithium foil as anode, a glass-fiber separator (Whatman)
impregnated with a nonaqueous electrolyte, and a commercial porous
carbon foil (MTI Corp., 15 mm in diameter) as cathode. The cathode
foil is constituted by a mixture of SuperP carbon and a Teflon binder
dispersed on an inert carbonaceous gas diffusion layer (38:62 w/w
ratio SuperP carbon/binder). The electrolyte is a 1 molal solution of
lithium triflate (LiCF3SO3) in tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether
(TEGDME, Sigma-Aldrich, moisture controlled grade). Cells and
electrolyte solutions have been prepared in a Iteco Engineering argon-
filled glovebox with moisture concentration below 0.1 ppm. The
lithium triflate salt and porous cathodes have been dried at 110 °C
overnight under vacuum before use. The TEGDME solvent has been
used after drying/storage on regenerated 3 Å molecular sieves (Sigma-
Aldrich) and lithium chips for at least 15 days in a glovebox. The Li−
O2 cells have been filled with an high-purity atmosphere of O2 (5.0
purity, spilled from a high-pressure cylinder through a stainless steel
gas lines, preliminarily evacuated, equipped with a molecular sieve-
filled moisture trap). A static final pressure of 2.2 bar has been set for
all tests: the final partial pressure of molecular oxygen in the dead
volume (approximately 3 cm3) above the porous electrode within the
cell is 1.2 bar.
Electrochemical tests have been carried out by means of a MTI
Corp. battery cycler in galvanostatic conditions, adopting a constant
current of 0.1 mA cm−2. The measured capacity has been normalized
to specific values by only the weight of SuperP carbon catalyst.
After the electrochemical tests, the carbonaceous cathodes have
been recuperated from the cell, washed in TEGDME and
tetrahydrofuran (THF) three times to remove the electrolyte residues,
and dried under vacuum at room temperature. Handling of all
materials, samples (pristine and recuperated from test cells), and
unsealed cells has been carried out in a Iteco Engineering argon-filled
glovebox, with moisture concentration below 0.1 ppm.
Carbonaceous cathodes, as well as the benchmark materials, have
been characterized by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM).
XPS measurements have been carried out using a modified
Omicron NanoTechnology MXPS system equipped with a mono-
chromatic X-ray source (Omicron XM-1000) and an Omicron EA-127
energy analyzer. The exciting radiation was Al Kα (hν = 1486.7 eV),
generated operating the anode at 14−15 kV and 10−20 mA. All of the
photoionization regions have been acquired using an analyzer pass
energy of 20 eV, except for the survey scan, which has been taken at 50
eV pass energy. Take-off angles of 11° with respect to the sample
surface normal have been adopted. The measurements have been
performed at room temperature, and the base pressure in the analyzer
chamber was about 2 × 10−9 mbar during the spectra detection. The C
1s binding energy (BE) of the amorphous carbonaceous (graphite-
like) component at 284.30 eV has been used as an internal standard
reference for the BE scale (accuracy of ±0.05 eV). Samples have been
transferred into the spectrometer through an argon-filled glovebag
directly connected to the fast-entry lock chamber of the instrument
without contact with air, to avoid possible moisture/CO2 contami-
nations. The experimental spectra have been theoretically recon-
structed by fitting the secondary electrons’ background to a Shirley
function and the elastic peaks to pseudo-Voigt functions described by a
common set of parameters (position, fwhm, Gaussian−Lorentzian
ratio) free to vary within narrow limits. The Gaussian−Lorentzian
ratio varied between 0.7 and 0.9. XPS atomic ratios (±10% associated
error) between relevant core lines have been estimated from
experimentally determined area ratios corrected for the corresponding
Scofield cross sections13 and for a square root dependence of the
photoelectrons kinetic energies. No sign of sample degradation upon
extended acquisition times under the X-rays has been observed.
The FTIR spectra have been acquired by a Jasco FTIR-300
apparatus. All spectra have been recorded in the wavenumber range
between 2000 and 400 cm−1 at room temperature in transmission
mode. The samples, as fine powder, have been mixed in the Ar-filled
glovebox with CsI in a ratio of 1:100 mg (powder to CsI, respectively)
and then pressed in pellets by a Pike die set and hand-press.
TEM micrographs have been recorded by using a FEI G2 20 HR-
TEM instrument equipped with a LaB6 electron beam source and two
2D flat cameras (low resolution and high resolution) at 200 kV e-beam
acceleration. Samples have been suspended in THF in sealed vials by
ultrasonic treatment (5 cycles of 15 min of ultrasonic treatment
followed by 45 min of rest to cool the sample and thus avoid thermal
heating), and dispersed on copper holey carbon film grids for
observation.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Electrochemical Tests. Cells have been partially and/or
fully cycled in galvanostatic tests. Examples of the typically
measured voltage profiles are shown in Figure 1 for two cells
fully cycled between 2.0 and 4.6 V, and 2.5 and 4.6 V. In this
Article, our goal is to highlight new insights and elucidate the
evolution of the surface chemistry in the first discharge/charge
cycle of carbonaceous electrodes in nonaqueous Li−O2 cells
with an ether-based electrolyte.
To this aim, the demonstration of outstanding cell
performances is beyond the scope of this Article. Nevertheless,
the analyses of the properties of the studied cathode material
and electrolyte in galvanostatic tests in various cycling
conditions are summarized in Table 1, together with the
sample coding used throughout the entire text. All of the
electrode materials recuperated from the cells, as well as the
pristine one, have been submitted to a multiple-technique
investigation protocol (XPS, FTIR, and TEM).
Upon discharge, the voltage profiles show the expected stable
plateau at about 2.7−2.5 V.14 This discharge plateau voltage
range is below the thermodynamically estimated potential for
the expected oxygen reactions upon reduction (see eqs 1−5),14
thus suggesting the occurrence of moderate overvoltages.
+ + → ° =+ − +EO Li e LiO 3.04 V vs Li /Li2 2 (1)
+ + → ° =+ − +ELiO Li e Li O 3.25 V vs Li /Li2 2 2 (2)
+ + → ° =+ − +EO 2Li 2e Li O 3.14 V vs Li /Li2 2 2 (3)
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+ + → ° =+ − +ELi O 2Li 2e 2Li O 2.67 V vs Li /Li2 2 2
(4)
+ + → ° =+ − +EO 4Li 4e 2Li O 2.91 V vs Li /Li2 2 (5)
These latter are likely due to polarization and surface
thermodynamics effects.15 As a consequence, a clear electro-
chemical discrimination of the various processes is impossible.
At the end of discharge, the investigated cells are apparently
able to incorporate one-half of the available molecular oxygen.
With ∼0.15 mmol being the total estimated available gaseous
oxygen in the dead volume of the cell, the electrochemical
discharge process yields (i.e., the ratio between the measured
specific capacity in reduction and the available oxygen moles
multiplied by the number of exchanged electrons, 4) are 38%
and 47% for electrodes discharged down to 2.5 and 2.0 V,
respectively.
Turning to charge processes, as expected, upon oxidation the
cells supply an increasing total capacity with the increase of the
anodic voltage cutoff, reaching a final Coulombic efficiency of
93.2 ± 7.5% for the cell fully cycled between 2.0 and 4.6 V. The
cell cycled between 2.5 and 4.6 V shows slightly smaller specific
capacities and a Coulombic efficiency approaching 97.3 ± 4.1%.
This evidence is in agreement with the general consensus about
the superior electrochemical reversibility of the Li2O2
formation/decomposition reactions that may overlap with the
redox reactivity of the Li2O phase.
12 In fact, the ratio between
the formation of Li2O2 and Li2O is expected to decrease by
shifting downward the cathodic voltage cutoff.14
It is interesting to observe that the voltage profiles in charge
of the cells discharged to 2.5 and 2.0 V are different. In
particular, the cell discharged to 2.5 V shows an extended low
voltage plateau in charge at 3.6−3.8 V followed by a second
high voltage stable plateau at 4.4−4.5 V. On the contrary, the
cell discharged to 2.0 V gives a more sloping and featureless
charge voltage profile. This behavior is expected in ether-based
electrolytes where the average plateau potential (Uchg) has been
already reported to increase upon charge.11
In the literature, the complicated dependence of Uchg on the
charge capacity has been related to a number of possible
concurrent factors, for example, the nature of the porous
cathode material, the loading of catalyst/carbon, the extent of
discharge, the nature of the ether-solvent, etc.14 However, a
clear explanation for this phenomenon is still missing, and
different competing hypotheses have been proposed to tackle
this controversial point. McCloskey et al.11 suggest that the
potential rise of Uchg arises from the deposition of carbonate/
carboxylates at the Li2O2−electrolyte interface due to electro-
chemical decomposition of the electrolyte during the charging
process. On the other hand, Shao-Horn et al.16 argue that the
different observed plateaus and slopes upon charge may be due
to different surface reactions. This picture has been recently
supported by the in situ Raman investigation of the Li−O2 cell
discharge products that suggests the presence of thick layers of
lithium superoxide on the surface of the Li2O2 particles.
17
Transmission Electron Microscopy. The evolution of the
morphology of the cathode active material is reported in Figure
2, where the TEM micrographs of the various studied samples
are shown.
Figure 1. Galvanostatic cycles between (a) 2.0 and 4.6 V and (b) 2.5
and 4.6 V (cathodic and anodic cutoff voltages for partially discharged
and charged cells are shown in (a)).
Table 1. Summary of the Studied Samples and Corresponding Performances in Galvanostatic Testsa
samples redox end state end test cell voltage (V) discharge capacity (mAh g−1) charge capacity (mAh g−1) Coulombic efficiency (%)
D2.5V reduction 2.5 766 ± 63
D2.0V reduction 2.0 956 ± 64
C4.0V oxidationb 4.0 943 ± 166 298 ± 52 31.6 ± 9.7
C4.2V oxidationb 4.2 1010 ± 99 435 ± 42 43.0 ± 7.3
C4.4V oxidationb 4.4 1019 ± 90 800 ± 70 78.4 ± 6.8
C4.6V oxidationb 4.6 1043 ± 66 972 ± 62 93.2 ± 7.5
D2.5V−C4.6V oxidationc 4.6 910 ± 75 885 ± 71 97.3 ± 4.1
aCoulombic efficiencies have been calculated as the ratio between the discharge and the corresponding charge specific capacity. bCell discharged to
2.0 V. cCell discharged to 2.5 V.
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The pristine cathode is constituted, as expected, by SuperP
carbon round-shaped particles with average diameter of 20−60
nm. Upon discharge other precipitates form around the carbon
particles. After discharge to 2.5 V (Figure 2b), a large number
of regular thin elongated particles precipitate together in larger
irregular aggregates surrounded by almost unaltered SuperP
spheres. Within these irregular aggregates, it is possible to
highlight the presence of well-crystallized domains as shown in
Figure S1a: the FFT of the crystalline domains (see Figure S1b)
can be indexed to the hexagonal lattice of Li2O2. On the
contrary, a clear identification of Li2O crystallized particles is
missing. At deeper discharge (2.0 V, Figure 2c), the
morphology evolves due to the accumulation of many large
round-shaped particles as large as 500−900 nm. These particles
are apparently formed by many smaller particles closely packed
between each other, surrounded by an amorphous jelly-like
matrix. Some SuperP carbon particles can also be observed
embedded within this irregular matrix.18 Unfortunately, in this
complex matrix, a diffraction identification of Li2O2 or Li2O
phases is not possible.
Upon charge, further morphological changes occur. The C4.0
V sample, discharged down to 2.0 V and then charged to 4.0 V,
still shows a rather large number of homogeneous thin large
particles with reduced size (200−400 nm) in comparison to the
D2.0V sample: interestingly, these smaller particles show a
platelet morphology. Few larger particles can be still observed
together with an extended jelly-like matrix constituted by
smaller irregular particles mixed with SuperP carbon. At the end
of charge at 4.6 V, both cathodes discharged to 2.5 and 2.0 V
show similar morphologies. Apparently, few and isolated
homogeneous and regular large particles still survive after
charge: their morphology is very similar to that observed after
discharge to 2.0 V. These particles are likely residual unreacted
Li2O/Li2O2 particles, possibly originated from the incomplete
back conversion to gaseous oxygen upon charge. Besides these
few particles, also SuperP carbon particles are observed. The
comparison at high magnification of the shapes of the SuperP
carbon particles in the pristine, C4.6V, and D2.5V−C4.6V
samples is shown in Figure 3.
After a full cycle in the 2.0−4.6 V range, the originally well-
formed round-shaped SuperP carbon particles show irregular
surfaces and are apparently reduced in size and closely
interconnected in irregular and porous aggregates. On the
other hand, after one galvanostatic cycle between 2.5 and 4.6 V,
the original SuperP morphology is almost unaltered and thus
preserved at the end of the electrochemical test.
In summary, the morphology evolution suggests the
occurrence of the expected precipitation and almost complete
consumption of Li2O2/Li2O round-shaped particles upon
discharge and charge, respectively. These particles are
apparently complex aggregates of smaller irregular subparticles
with possible elongated shapes with crystalline domains
indexed to the Li2O2 lattice. Besides this, also other
morphological changes occur, in particular, the accumulation
Figure 2. TEM images of the samples: (a) pristine electrode; (b) D2.5V; (c) D2.0V; (d) C4.0V; (e) C4.6V; and (f) D2.5V−C4.6V.
Figure 3. TEM micrographs of the SuperP carbon particles: (a) pristine electrode; (b) C4.6V sample; and (c) D2.5V−C4.6V sample.
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and almost complete removal upon discharge and charge,
respectively, of an extended jelly-like matrix that surrounds the
SuperP particles. Moreover, the carbon nanoparticles show an
unexpected morphological alteration between the pristine and
the fully cycled, 2.0 V-discharged sample. This evident
alteration of the morphology of the carbon particles is
mitigated in the material discharged down to 2.5 V.
FTIR Spectroscopy. In Figure 4 are shown the FTIR
spectra of the pristine, discharged, and cycled cathodes. The
reference spectra of Li2O2 and Li2O are also shown.
In the 400−600 cm−1 region, where the stretching of Li−O
bond is expected, a broad band increases upon discharge and
fades upon charge. This band may be due to the overlap of the
LiOH, Li2O2, and Li2O vibrational modes.
14 However, the
analysis of the spectral ranges between 3000 and 4000 cm−1
(not shown) highlights the absence of the sharp absorption
bands attributable to LiOH at 3678 or 3574 cm−1, thus
excluding the formation of this phase as discharge product.
Turning to the other possible phases, although our FTIR
spectra are apparently unable to clearly discriminate the
formation of Li2O2 or Li2O, the evolution trend of the band
below 600 cm−1 may suggest the accumulation of lithium oxide
upon discharge in the D2V sample and its apparent preferential
removal in the first stages of charge (e.g., the comparison
between samples D2V, C4V, and C4.2V).
Upon discharge, also other signals increase in the spectral
range attributable to the O−CO bending mode, and C−O
and CO stretching vibrations. These signals are likely due to
the possible accumulation of organic esters (CO asymmetric
stretching at 1740−1760 cm−1) and carbonates (CO
asymmetric stretching at 1610−1620 cm−1).19,20 Also, the
clear fingerprint of the inorganic Li2CO3 is nicely detected (ν3
at 1495 and 1440 cm−1, ν1 at 1090 cm
−1, and ν2 at 860
cm−1),21,22 whereas the formation of partially oxidized species
like lithium oxalate or lithium formate is to be excluded, due to
the absence of the expected intense C−O stretching vibrations
at 1300−1380 cm−1.23−25
Besides a reduction in the intensity of the bands in the 900−
1400 cm−1 range attributable to the C−O stretching vibration,
upon charge the surface chemistry of the electrodes is
apparently constant up to 4.4 V. Between 4.4 and 4.6 V, a
massive decrease of the signals of all organic and inorganic
carbonates as well as organic esters occurs. Apparently, after
charge at 4.6 V, the electrodes are very similar to the pristine
cathode besides a few small broad bands in the CO and C−
O stretching range. This last evidence is in agreement with the
expected occurrence of massive CO2 release upon oxidation at
voltage above 4.0−4.4 V14 and the morphological alterations
observed by TEM upon the first complete galvanostatic cycle
(see previous section). Moreover, the residual presence of
bands due to carbonate-based species at the end of charge
suggests an incomplete electrochemical/chemical reactivity
upon charge/discharge cycling.
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy − General. XP
spectra have been recorded in different points of the first
discharge−charge cycle of the cell, as reported in Figure 1 and
summarized in Table 1. The binding energies (BE)
corresponding to all of the species identified and analyzed in
the various XP spectra are summarized in Table 2.
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy − Li 1s. The Li 1s
region in the XP spectrum is shown in Figure 5 for all of the
studied cathodes, with the exception of the pristine clean
carbon cathode, which do not contain any Li compound.
The reference signal of the Li+ ion in the triflate salt is shown
in spectrum a, at 56.8 eV, in the BE range typical of a Li salt.26
In the following spectra b and c, the XPS features due to the
typical lithiated reaction products accumulated on the carbon
cathode upon discharge to 2.5 and 2.0 V can be observed. The
XPS fingerprints of Li2O and Li2O2 are expected to appear in
the range between 54 and 56 eV, but with a roughly constant
energy separation of 1 eV.27−31 These signals are considerably
down-shifted in the BE scale as compared to the pristine triflate
salt value, as a result of a diminished electropositive polarization
in Li when involved in a more covalent bond. Lithium peroxide,
according to a simple chemical shift argument, based on the
relative atomic concentration of Li and O in its formula, is
reasonably expected to display a higher Li 1s BE than
Li2O.
27−31 In the hereinafter described Li 1s spectra, the two
components deriving from the best fit of the experimental
signal have been attributed solely to Li2O2 and Li2O, on the
basis of the FTIR results on the same samples and coherently
with reference data reported in the literature.30,31
Figure 4. FTIR spectra of the carbonaceous electrodes.
Table 2. Binding Energy Positions (BE) and Full Widths at
Half Maximum (fwhm) Values of the Features Resulting
after Theoretical Reconstruction of the Experimental XP
Spectra of the Cathodes Analyzed in This Worka
peak BE (eV)/fwhm (eV) assignments
C 1s 284.3/1.1 graphitic-like (carbon support)
285.3/1.3 C defects





292.1−292.6/1.1 −CF2− in binder
293.3/1.4 −CF3 in CF3SO3−
Li 1s 55.4/1.2 Li2O
56.2/1.2 Li2O2
56.8/2.0 Li in LiCF3SO3
S 2p 168.6−169.4/1.3 S in LiCF3SO3
F 1s 689.5/1.7 −CF2− in binder
689.9/1.7 −CF3 in CF3SO3−
685.7/1.6 F−
aAssociated assignments are also reported.
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The spectrum of the D2.5V sample shows a broad Li 1s
signal, which needs both oxide (55.4 eV) and peroxide (56.2
eV) components for its reconstruction, in a near 1:1 area ratio.
On the other hand, in the spectrum of the D2.0V sample, the
lithium discharge compounds are mainly in the oxide form,
with only a small fraction of peroxide. According to the reaction
mechanism proposed in the literature,12 lithium peroxide
generates from O2 reduction (involving the highly reactive
superoxide anion) and evolves to lithium oxide already at 2.5 V.
The latter becomes the main product for deeper discharges
down to 2.0 V. Apparently, in both D2.5V and D2.0V samples,
no other signals can be observed nor related to residual
physisorbed triflate salt molecules, either from other typical
chemical species like lithium carbonate or lithium fluoride,
possibly formed as reaction byproducts.14
In Figure 5d−g are shown the Li 1s spectra recorded for the
charged samples. Apparently, the S/N ratio decreases for
samples charged from 4.0 to 4.6 V, although all spectra have
been acquired keeping constant the recording conditions (e.g.,
number of scans, sample position, X-ray anode power). This
evidence highlights the expected decomposition of the lithium
peroxide and oxide upon charge. Going more into detail,
although the experimental signals are rather weak, an attempt
to reconstruct them by a two-components fitting has been
performed to draw some trends. In spectrum d (sample
C4.0V), peroxide and oxide components have roughly a 1:1
ratio, whereas in spectrum e (sample C4.2V), the peroxide peak
decreases and so further in spectrum f (sample C4.4V). Spectra
g and h show the Li 1s region of the two carbon cathodes
discharged to 2.0 and 2.5 V, and both recharged to 4.6 V,
samples C4.6V and D2.5V−C4.6V, respectively. The observed
signal is very small and rather noisy, thus making arbitrary any
possible fitting. It is likely that after charge to potentials as high
as 4.6 V, the amount of lithiated compounds at the cathode is
dramatically reduced, yet with possible residues of lithium
oxide.32
In summary, upon charge to 4.0 V, most of the Li2O is
apparently oxidized back to Li2O2, whereas the latter fades and
almost disappears for higher anodic cutoff potentials.
Also, for charged samples no signals of other lithiated phases
have been observed in the Li 1s range, like Li2CO3 or LiF,
although the FTIR spectra highlight the formation of the
inorganic lithium carbonate as reaction byproduct at the end of
discharge.
Before continuing, some additional comments are required
to fully discuss the lack of XPS fingerprints of Li2CO3 in the Li
1s spectra, in contradiction with our FTIR data and the
available literature.14 First, it is worth mentioning that in the
literature, dramatically different Li 1s ionization energies in
Li2CO3 have been reported,
19,26,28,29,33,34 ranging between 54.6
and 57.8 eV. Apparently, in our Li 1s spectra, at these BE
values, no signal can be detected in our spectra, although the
entire mentioned range partially overlaps with the oxide/
peroxide lines. On the other hand, the absence of a signal easily
attributable to Li2CO3 in our Li 1s XP spectra can be explained
by considering (a) the intrinsically low photoionization cross-
section of the Li 1s orbital13 and (b) the possible photoelectron
attenuation due to the formation of the inorganic carbonates at
the buried interface between Li2O2 particles and the carbon
support. This second hypothesis is in agreement with the
findings of McCloskey et al.35 In fact, they suggest that the
inorganic carbonate is formed as a thin compact layer between
the carbon electrode and the Li2O2 product particles. Its
formation is driven by the high thermodynamic driving force
for the chemical reaction of Li2O2 with C and also by
decomposition of the electrolyte, most likely by electro-
chemistry at the Li2O2−electrolyte interface.
Turning to LiF, it has recently been reported to be the result
of the degradation of Kynar, a fluorinated copolymer
commonly used as binder in carbon cathodes, which is likely
to undergo degradation in the presence of Li2O2 and either a
carbonate or an ether-based solvent.36 In our study, the lack of
spectral features at 56−57 eV in the Li 1s region may suggest
the absence of LiF in the outer layer of the precipitates on the
surface of the cathode.37,38
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy − C 1s. Figure 6
shows C 1s spectra of the carbon cathodes. Figure 6a and b
shows the pristine clean cathode before and after wetting in the
electrolyte solution (1 m TEGDME/LiTfO), before any
operation in the cell. These preliminary measurements have
been recorded as benchmarks to make easier the interpretation
of the complex envelope of peaks in the different steps of the
cell lifecycle.
Figure 6c−i shows the C 1s regions of the cathode
discharged to 2.5 and 2.0 V (samples D2.5V and D2.0V,
respectively) and recharged to 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.6 V (samples
C4.0V, C4.2V, C4.4V, and C4.6V), as well as the spectrum of
the cathode from the cell discharged to 2.5 V and recharged to
4.6 V (sample D2.5V−C4.6V).
The C 1s spectrum of the reference carbon support (Figure
6a) displays the typical contributions from a lowly ordered
graphitic carbon material. It shows a predominant sp2-
Figure 5. Li 1s XP spectra of uncycled (black line, spectrum a),
discharged (blue lines, spectra b and c), and cycled (red lines, spectra
d−h) carbon cathodes of the TEGDME/LiTfO Li−O2 cell addressed
in this work. Fitting results are reported as continuous lines (−).
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hybridized C signal at 284.3 eV, slightly asymmetric at its high
BE side,39,40 followed by a peak at 285.3 eV attributable to
defects, such as sp3-hybridized C sites, typical of high surface
area graphitic materials,41 and traces of oxidized graphite that
show up at 286.7 eV, a BE value compatible with CO and
epoxy groups in graphitic materials.41,42
A further component, typical of extended π-delocalized
carbonaceous systems, is the broad shakeup transition at 289.3
eV,39−41 which roughly accounts for 10% of the main feature
intensity. At 292.1 eV, a component due to the fluorinated
binder of the cathode can be found, associated with −CF2−
groups.
The same C components can be detected also in Figure 6b
(“uncycled”) with more intense additional features at 287.3 and
293.4 eV, associated with the ethereal C−O bond in
physisorbed TEGDME26 and with CF3SO3
− anion,26,43
respectively.
Figure 6c shows the effects of discharging the cell to 2.5 V.
Signals similar to those in the reference spectra (a and b) can
be identified, although with different relative intensities. The
signals associated with the electrolyte (287.3 and 293.4 eV) are
present with a smaller intensity relative to the graphite-like
carbon signal (284.3 eV). The defects-related feature at 285.3
eV is significantly enhanced, whereas the CO/epoxy
contribution at 286.7 eV remains nearly undetectable. The
former component, as will be clearer in the following
description, is particularly intense in the discharged samples,
whereas it is found to decrease upon recharging. It is likely due
to defective graphitic surfaces originated after a nucleophilic
attack of the SuperP particles from the reactive oxygen species
(radicals and ions) formed by reduction of the O2 gas at the
cathode.
As compared to the reference spectra above-described, two
additional features appear in the C 1s spectrum of the D2.5V
sample: one at 289.5 eV and another at 290.1 eV both
attributable to oxidized carbon atoms. The first signal can be
assigned to carbon atoms in carboxylate and ester groups.
These species might represent both an intermediate step of
oxidation of the carbon support and a degradation product of
TEGDME, as shown by Edström et al. by directly exposing it to
Li2O2 particles.
36 The second new spectral feature at 290.1 eV
can be attributed to C atoms in carbonate groups.26,37
When the cell is discharged down to 2.0 V, that is, for the
D2.0V sample, the C 1s spectrum (Figure 6d) shows that the
carbon support signals (at 284.3 and 292.1 eV) nearly
disappear, while the defect features are enhanced. The
depression of the intensity of the graphite-like C signal could
be related to photoelectron attenuation due to deposition of
lithiated products over the surface of the SuperP particles
surface. The electrolyte features (287.3 and 293.4 eV) are both
visible and quite intense, while the carbonate peak (290.1 eV)
dominates the whole envelope of signals. On the other hand,
the carboxylate peak (∼289.5 eV) has almost disappeared,
suggesting that these species have been completely oxidized to
carbonates in deeply discharged samples.
Overall, far from being an electrochemically inert material,
the amorphous carbon of the electrode results to be remarkably
impacted by the reactions occurring at the interphase during
discharging, and is therefore supposed to contribute to the
global performance of the cell. On the other hand, as compared
to the D2.5V sample, the D2.0V cathode shows a rather
damaged surface, possibly covered by a thick layer of deposited
material. Therefore, a more conservative anodic cutoff potential
(above 2.0 V) preserves the carbon surface from massive
deterioration.
The appearance of oxidized carbon species at the surface of
carbonaceous cathodes after cell discharge has already been
reported, especially in the presence of carbonate-based
electrolytes.14,36,37,44−48 In our case, where the ether TEGDME
solvent is used, organic carbonate molecules are absent, and,
therefore, upon reduction, the formation of carbonate by-
products on the cathode of a Li−O2 cell can only be ascribed to
a purely chemical reaction mechanism involving freshly
generated oxygen reduction products, such as the highly




These undesired reactions imply an irreversible consumption
of O2 during cell operation, which may constitute a relevant
cause of the efficiency loss of the battery.
Besides organic carbonates, also inorganic Li2CO3 can
precipitate as byproduct of parasitic reactions in many ether-
based electrolytes,14 although use of the particularly stable
TEGDME/LiTfO couple has been reported to prevent its
formation.49,50 In our case, the Li2CO3 fingerprint is missing in
the Li 1s spectra, but has been detected by FTIR spectroscopy
in samples discharged down to 2.0 V. Its presence is always
accompanied by other vibrational features attributable to
organic carbonates (as, for example, −O(CO)O− moieties
bound to the graphitic domains of the carbon electrode).
Although TEGDME has been reported to limit its oxidization
to carboxylate species when exposed to Li2O2,
36,51 we believe
Figure 6. C 1s XP spectra of pristine and uncycled (black lines, spectra
a and b), discharged (blue lines, spectra c and d), and cycled (red lines,
spectra e−i) carbon cathodes of the TEGDME/LiTfO Li−O2 cell
addressed in this work. Fitting results are reported as continuous lines
(−).
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the component at 290.1 eV in the C 1s XP spectra may have a
2-fold origin, both inorganic (Li2CO3) and organic (TEGDME
solvent degradation and carbon cathode oxidation).
C 1s spectra from Figure 6e−h are associated with cells
discharged to 2.0 V and recharged to 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.6 V,
respectively. Overall, they display the same sequence of signals
of the previously described spectra, but with variations in the
relative intensities that lead at the end of charge to a spectrum
similar to that of the pristine “clean” carbon cathode.
A closer look at the variations encountered by each of the
peaks on going from Figure 6e−h points out the following: (i)
the graphitic-like peak is more clearly visible, as its intensity
becomes predominant over the other features; (ii) the defects-
related signal is increasingly depressed, as are all of the highly
oxidized carbon features. Interestingly, the carbonates peak,
which is still intense when charging stops at 4.0 V, appears
significantly reduced in the cathodes charged to 4.2 V and
higher potentials. Such a decrease of the carbonates signal is in
perfect agreement with the FTIR results (Figure 4) and
confirms indirectly the expected further oxidation of the
reaction byproducts to CO2.
14,35
When the cell is stopped at 4.4 and 4.6 V, residual intensities
are observed in the region of CO/epoxy and carboxylate
groups. The intensity of the former component increases in
parallel with the anodic cutoff potential, which suggests that the
formation of the related species may be electrochemically
driven. As to the TEGDME peak, its intensity interestingly
decreases as the charging potential increases, and appears to be
closely associated with the presence of CF3SO3
− anion and
carbonate peaks.
While the graphitic-like peak grows in intensity along with
the increase of the charge end potential, so does the −CF2−
signal, this being characteristic of the bare cathode as well. As
compared to the spectra of the pristine and the uncycled
cathodes (Figure 6a and b, respectively), the −CF2− signal in
Figure 6c−g (samples discharged and partially charged)
displays a systematically positive BE shift (+0.4−0.5 eV),
possibly due to a limited reactivity of the polymeric texture
during cell operation. Such an energy shift is apparently
reversible and almost completely recovered in Figure 6h and i,
at the end of the charge. Commercially available fluorinated
binders, such as Kynar, in carbon cathodes for Li−O2 batteries
have been reported to be partially reactive when exposed to
ethereal solutions in the presence of Li2O2,
36,51 with fluoride-
based species formed as possible degradation byproducts. In
our case, fluoride species were indeed detected in the F 1s
region (see next section), although, at present, the behavior of
the −CF2− component in the C 1s spectrum remains
unexplained.
Turning to the D2.5V−C4.6V sample, the corresponding C
1s spectrum is reported in Figure 6i. In this case, similar to the
sample C4.6V, the C 1s envelope of peaks is very similar to that
of pristine clean carbon support, thus highlighting an almost
complete disappearance of carbonates/carboxylates and
solvated anion features in comparison to the D2.5V sample.
Apparently, only a residual intensity associated with CO/
epoxy groups on the carbon support can be detected at the end
of charge. The spectral similarity with the uncycled carbon
support, together with the high reversibility displayed in the
first galvanostatic cycle (see Table 1), suggests that cycling in
the 2.5−4.6 V potential range limits the electrochemical and
chemical formation of byproducts on the cathode surface upon
discharge and enhances their oxidation upon charge.
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy − Other Core
Level Signals. S 2p spectra are reported for all of the samples
in Figure S2. Even if the samples were thoroughly washed with
TEGDME/THF after operation in the cell, the S 2p feature
attributable to triflate salt is clearly identified in all samples. The
BE position of its 3/2 spin−orbit component ranges between
168.6 and 169.9 eV, with no clear trend. This range is typical
for triflate anion,52,53 whose reference spectrum is reported in
Figure S2a.
Figure S3 reports the F 1s XP region for all of the
investigated samples. One predominant component is dis-
cernible, located at 689.45 eV in spectra a, h, and i. It is easily
assigned to the fluorinated backbone of the cathode binder,
mainly composed of −CF2− groups.
19,26,51 Besides the pristine
materials, this component is dominant in the C4.6V and D2.5
V−C4.6V samples (spectra h and i). In spectra b−g of Figure
S3, the most intense signal is at 689.9 eV and is easily assigned
to the fluorine atoms in the triflate anion. This trend is in
agreement with the C 1s spectra, where the salt component
around 293 eV is evident in the same sequence of spectra (b−
g).
In Figure S3c−g, a further contribution arises at 685.7 eV,
possibly associated with an inorganic fluoride compound, like
LiF. It is to be noted that the corresponding signal has not been
observed in the Li 1s spectra. However, similar to the case of
the Li2CO3, the lack of this signal may be related to the
attenuation of the weak photoemission signal of lithium due to
possible layers precipitated over the LiF particles (see above).
The origin of this inorganic fluoride species is likely related to
the minor degradation of the fluorinated binder, as already
discussed by Edström et al.,36,51 as the triflate anion has been
reported to be one of the most stable salts used in Li−air
devices.51,52
The O 1s XP spectra for all of the samples are reported in
Figure S4. In this case, given the broadness of the featureless
photoemission signals detected, no attempts have been made to
deconvolute the different contributions to the signal by means
of a fitting procedure. Therefore, only a qualitative description
is here sketched.
The pristine cathode displays a noisy and low signal, likely
attributed to oxygen atoms from the oxidized carbon support.
The uncycled (Figure S4b) reference shows a positively shifted
feature, which is in keeping with the presence of the TEGDME-
solvated triflate anion.53 Upon cycling (Figure S4c−i), a
downshift in BE is detected for the O 1s peak. This is coherent
with the formation of carbonate compounds and Li2O2/Li2O
species, as evidenced above by the C 1s and Li 1s spectra.53,54
In Figure S4c−g, and especially in spectrum d, an asymmetry at
the low-BE side of the O 1s peak can be seen. This shoulder is
compatible with the presence of Li2O2/Li2O species, formed
during discharge and almost completely dissolved upon
charging. Spectra h and i show a depression of this low-BE
shoulder, and the photoionization peak becomes more
symmetrically centered around the position of the noisy feature
of spectrum a. Overall, these spectra confirm and reinforce the
outcome of the more informative regions C 1s and Li 1s
described above.
X-ray Photoemission Spectroscopy − Valence Region.
In Figure 7 is reported the photoionization region within the
BE range of 0−22.5 eV for all of the samples. In the valence
region, with X-ray exciting sources, photoionization cross
sections are much lower than for excitation of electrons from
the core levels, and the resulting signal intensity is poor. For
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this reason, as far as we know, very limited attempts have been
made so far to exploit this spectral range to investigate Li−O2
cell materials. On the other hand, the kinetic energy of the
emitted photoelectrons is very high, close to the energy of the
used X-ray exciting photon, which results in a rather significant
thickness of the sampled layer, due to a correspondingly long
photoelectron inelastic mean free path. In this view, here we
make a first attempt to show and comment on this region.
Starting from spectrum a in Figure 7 (pristine sample), the
density-of-states (DOS) at the surface of the pristine
carbonaceous cathode can be detected, mostly dominated by
the lowly ordered graphitic carbon material. In this sample, as
expected for graphite-like materials, DOS gradually rises only
after 5 eV, whereas it is close to zero for BE < 5 eV.55,56 In
spectrum b (uncycled material), a sequence of six bands
showing up roughly at 6.9, 11.3, 13.5, 15.3, 16.5, and 19.2 eV
can be found, likely attributable to ionization of molecular
orbitals of the TEGDME/LiTfO couple. To our knowledge,
neither ionization spectra nor theoretical calculations on the
valence region of LiTfO and TEGDME have been reported in
the literature. However, as reported in spectra c and d, the
discharge to 2.5 and 2.0 V causes a modification in the signals
of the valence region. In fact, the signals of the TEGDME/
LiTfO couple are somewhat depressed, and the dominant ones
become those highlighted in the figure with red, green, and blue
straight lines throughout the spectra. The red line indicates a
contribution spanning in the range 5.4−6.4 eV, which might
partially contain a signal from the TEGDME/LiTfO couple
(see spectrum b) and the O 2p-dominated DOS from
Li2O.
29,57,58 The other two main bands are indicated by
green and blue lines, the former (around 10.7 eV) being likely
attributable to O 2p-dominated DOS from Li2O2.
29 The
contribution around 13.0 eV, indicated by a blue line, is
compatible both with ionization of O 2p-like bands in lithium
superoxide (LiO2)
29 and with an admixture of C 2s, C 2p, and
O 2p bands from carbonates.29,59 Although the presence of
superoxide-like species has been suggested in the discharge
products of a TEGDME/LiTfO-based Li−O2 battery,
60,61 the
high reactivity of this chemical species makes unlikely its
presence in our samples, which have been washed with solvents
before XPS characterization. Thus, we assign the third band at
13.0 eV predominantly to carbonates. Furthermore, this
component is predominant in the 2.0 V-discharged sample
(spectrum d), wherein the deep discharge potential is more
likely to favor transformation of the possible LiO2 into lithium
oxide.
The direct comparison of the variation in intensity of the
band at 13.0 eV and the carbonate signals in the C 1s ionization
spectra of Figure 6 (at 289.9−290.5 eV) along the differently
discharged/charged samples suggests that the two signals
roughly follow the same trend. In fact, carbonate deposits are
mostly found in the 2.5 V- and 2.0 V-discharged cathodes and
in the 2.0−4.0 V cycled cathode (spectra c−e in both Figures 7
and 6, respectively).
Similarly, the relative intensity ratio of the bands associated
with Li2O and Li2O2 (as indicated by the red and green lines in
Figure 7) matches well the corresponding features in the Li 1s
region (see Figure 5). The 2.5 V-discharged cathode (Figure
7c) presents both contributions from O 2p bands of the lithium
peroxide and oxide, as confirmed in the corresponding Li 1s
spectrum (Figure 5b). A deeper discharge, down to 2.0 V
(Figure 7d), results in an intensity decrease of the Li2O2
feature, while upon recharge the Li2O partially oxidizes to
Li2O2 (spectra e and f). Upon increasing the charging potential
(spectra g−i), the overall amount of Li compounds decreases
and the valence region spectrum more closely resembles that of
the pristine carbon cathode (spectrum a). This same trend is
confirmed by the very low signal detected in the corresponding
Li 1s region (Figure 5, spectra f−h).
The qualitatively acceptable correspondence established in
these samples between the core level signals and the valence
band features encourages one to explore in more depth the
valence region, possibly with an ad hoc planned mixed
experimental/theoretical approach. This activity is in progress
in our laboratory and will be reported elsewhere on similar
chemical systems.
■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have investigated the evolution of the
morphology and composition at the surface of a commercial
Super P carbon-based cathode in the first discharge/charge
cycle in a Li−O2 cell with the TEGDME/LiTfO solvent/
electrolyte couple. We exploited a powerful mixed analytical
approach based on X-ray photoemission spectroscopy (XPS),
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), and trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM). All of the experiments
were carried out ex situ on electrodes recuperated from
electrochemical cells stopped at different points of their
galvanostatic discharge and charge cycles: 2.5 and 2.0 V in
discharge; 4.0, 4.2, 4.4, and 4.6 V in charge.
Figure 7. XP spectra of valence ionization region of pristine and
uncycled (spectra a and b), discharged (spectra c and d), and cycled
(spectra e−i) carbon cathodes of the TEGDME/LiTfO Li−O2 cell
addressed in this work. Red, green, and blue lines indicate the position
of relevant features, as described in the text.
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The analysis of the XP spectra, acquired in the Li 1s, C 1s, S
2p, F 1s, O 1s, and valence ionization regions, together with
that of the FTIR spectra suggest the following:
(i) Oxygenated lithium compounds (Li2O2 and Li2O) form
upon discharge and reversibly decompose upon charge. The
XPS technique was able to identify the corresponding Li
peroxide and oxide contributions, sustained by FTIR, which
allowed a qualitative identification/discrimination between the
two phases. Li2O2 was found to form during discharge at 2.5 V,
followed by transformation into Li2O around 2.0 V. Upon
recharge an almost complete decomposition of the Li deposits
was detected, stepping through a partial oxidation of Li2O to
Li2O2, which eventually evolves O2 upon further oxidation.
(ii) Carbonates/carboxylates are formed in discharge: these
oxidized carbon byproducts are constituted by Li2CO3 and
organic carbonates/carboxylates. This finding is in agreement
with the model reactivity of the carbon/electrolyte/O2 triple
interphase in discharge proposed by McCloskey et al.35 These
compounds are readily dissolved upon charging up to 4.6 V,
likely to CO2.
(iii) The concentration of naturally occurring defective sites
at the surface of Super P carbon is enhanced upon discharge
and partially recovered during charging. This evidence suggests
a direct role played by these defective carbon sites on the
graphitic surfaces with the accumulation of lithiated phases
(Li2O2, Li2O) and the degradation byproducts. Moreover, the
parallel trends detected for the intensity variation of the signals
associated with the TEGDME/LiTfO couple, the carbonate
compounds, and the defective graphite-like carbon, which all
tend to decrease simultaneously during charging, suggest a
synergistic effect where the presence of surface defects probably
fosters the formation of aggregates of carbonate precipitates
and solvent/salt molecules.
(iv) The formation of carbonate compounds during
discharge is likely a chemically driven process, due to the
spontaneous reactivity of the cell components (cathode/
electrolyte) toward highly reactive species, such as superoxide
anions. On the other hand, their dissolution, together with the
parallel Super P oxidation, are electrochemically driven
processes occurring upon charge. In fact, the characterization
of the cathodes cycled to 4.6 V (samples C4.6V and D2.5V−
C4.6 V) revealed that most degradation products formed
during discharge are reversibly removed in charge, rendering
the cathode fully available to host the reactions of the next
discharge/charge cycle. Also, in this case our interpretation is in
agreement with the model reactivity of the carbon/electrolyte/
O2 triple interphase in charge proposed by McCloskey et al.
35
As to the stability of the Li salt and the fluorinated binder of the
cathode, the results of the present work confirm the integrity of
the former and the partial reactivity of the latter.
Overall, carbonaceous cathodes used with TEGDME/LiTfO
electrolyte are far from being inert catalytic supports and
actively participate in the electrochemical processes occurring at
their surfaces. They likely promote the formation of carbonate
deposits, which contribute to the global capacity of the cell
during charge. Given that at the surface of the electrode a close
relationship lies between the carbonate deposits and the
TEGDME/LiTfO couple, further experiments are needed to
unravel the possible role of solvent/salt couple in facilitating the
degradation of the carbonates during charge.
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